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Abstract: In this paper a design of automaton for a couch control 

of a Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) scanner has been 

proposed. The lateral axis movement is added as per 

requirement for future patient positioning in MRI scanner. The 

principle of supervisory control theory is used along with 

supervisory controller to model the patient couch. The 

Supervisory Control Synthesis permits automatic generation of 

the supervisory controller. The analysis of the combined 

mathematical model and its control requirements of the 

uncontrolled system for three different axis movement vertical 

axis, longitudinal axis and lateral axis. The state diagram model 

of control requirements and motor sensor relationship along 

with three different axis is verified using LabVIEW software. 

The simulated results shows improvement in the patient couch 

system. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) scanner, as shown 

in Fig.1, is a complex system which uses the property of 

nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) to capture images of 

different parts inside a human body. The MRI systems 

consistsof multiple sub systems viz. Magnet, Patient couch, 

gradient coil, Gradient power amplifier, RF Coils, RF 

amplifier, receiver and cooling systems. To ensure safety and 

desired behaviour of the scanner, it is important that all these 

subsystems work satisfactory and also the system has a 

controller which has capability of controlling all subsystems 

independently as well as together as one a system. 

Maintenance and adjustment of manually designed controller 

are difficult and time consuming. However, it is very 

important the system must ensure safety of the patient. 

Supervisory Control Synthesis (SCT) [1] can improve the 

flexibility and decrease the complexity of the control system. 

The idea of SCT is to synthesize a supervisor from a model of 

the uncontrolled system and control requirements [2].This 

paper is focused on controller design of Patient Couch. Safety 

of patient inside the 1.5 T magnet is a tough task. Sode 

signing the controller for couch is a complex thing even it 

seems to be simple in first look. There are two approaches for 

designing such a controller. One is traditional approach in 

which first we consider all the requirements and then finally 

test the machine. Disadvantage of traditional approach is, one 

have to wait till the final testing is done to find out faults in 

methodology. Second approach is use of supervisory theory, 

in which, one overall system is subdivided into multiple tasks 

and these tasks are developed and synthesized separately. All 

the tested tasks then combined to form a machine. In this 

approach the advantage is that we can find out the failures in 

earlier stage which saves the efforts. It is nicely arranged in 

order to understand easily [3]. Therefore, SCT makes it more 

efficient to implement system changes into the controller [4]. 

 

 

                    Fig.1.1 Magnetic Resonance Scanner 

 

II. TASKS USED TO DESIGN AUTOMATON FOR A 

COUCH CONTROL OF AN MRI SCANNER 

 

Fig.1.2 Patient Support Couch 

A 
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 The couch as shown in Fig.2 is divided into four 

tasks which are vertical axis, longitudinal axis, lateral axis and 

Graphical User Interface. The vertical axis has motor drive to 

lift the couch and two end-sensors (V_DOWN max and V_UP 

max). The longitudinal axis has a removable table top which 

is used to move patient couch in and out of the bore, either 

manually or using motor drive depends on the state of the 

clutch (ON/OFF). The presence as well as position of the 

tabletop is detected by sensors like Table Top sensor, LO_IN 

max and LO_OUT max sensors. The lateral axis has a motor 

drive to move the couch to left or right and two end sensors 

LA_LEFT max and LA_RIGHT max are used to detect the 

current position of tabletop. Inbuilt emergency stop switch 

and the tabletop release switch (TTR) in hardware safety 

system allows user to overcome emergency situations [6]. 

Graphical User Interface (GUI) is developed to control whole 

system. GUI has eight switches to adjust the movements of 

the table and three buttons control the actions of the clutch the 

emergency system, TTR switch and one separate button 

controls position of board by LED-visor. Furthermore, the 

GUI has facility of LEDs to show the current phase of the 

system to the operator. The GUI is developed in LabVIEW 

[7]. 

 

III. VERTICAL, LONGITUDINAL AND LATERAL AXIS 

CONTROL REQUIREMENTS 

 

A. Vertical axis control requirements  

 Brakes as well as feedback loop set-point of motor 

drive are controlled by separate controllers. The models of the 

motor drive only includes the behaviour exposed by the 

supervisor, as shown in Fig 2.1. Initially, the motor is in reset 

condition. 
 

 
 

Fig.2.1 State Diagram Model of Longitudinal, Vertical and Lateral axis 

Requirements 

 

From initial state, a movement of motor can be started. The 

event set V_move includes up and down movements. 

 

 V_move =  {V_moveUP, V_moveDOWN} 

 

If stop event occurs while motor moves vertically, the motor 

slows down and goes in a halt state. The motor is in a halt 

state with event V_stopped. 

            V_stop =  {V_stopUP, V_stopDOWN, V_stopTTR, 

V_stopclutch } 

Stop states are highlighted because motor has to return to 

stopped state to distinguish between different stop events 

facilitates decomposition of the entire stop behaviour into 

multiple independent requirements. Stop events must be 

triggered in separate cases. For the instance, when table 

reaches its maximum up position V_ stopUP event is 

triggered. Different cases are configured independently 

because stop events never synchronises for single case. 

Internal stop events like V_stopUP and V_stopDOWN are 

helpful in design requirement as shown in Fig.2.1, also 

V_stopTTR and V_stopswitch are used to control flow of 

system as shown in Fig.2.1. 

 

B. Longitudinal axis control requirements: 

The longitudinal motor drive works same as the vertical motor 

drive. The event set LO_stop indicates a various stop events 

consists of longitudinal in and out, tabletop release, table top 

and emergency stop. 

             LO_stop= { LO_stopIN, LO_stopOUT, LO_stopTTR, 

LO_stoptabletop, LO_stopemergency } 

 

For the instance, LO_stopIN is enabled only when the 

tablehas reached its maximum in position. Because of 

occurrence of non-synchronization stop events different stop 

event for each case, these stop events do not synchronize, so 

that cases can be modelled separately of one another. The stop 

events LO_stopIN and LO_stopOUT are used in the 

controlling indicators as shown in Fig.2.1, whereas the stop 

events LO_stopTTR and LO_stop switch are used in the 

control buttons as shown in Fig.2.1. The event set LO_clutch 

includes the clutch events consist of longitudinal clutch ON 

and OFF. 

 

 LO_clutch = { LO_clutchON,LO_clutchOFF } 

 

The event set LO_move includes longitudinal move in andout 

of the bore, 

 

 LO_move= { LO_moveIN,LO_moveOUT } 

 

The clutch is modelled to show the current status of the 

controller like the couch handles manually or by using 

controller. The clutch events are auto-looped and the table to 

prelease switch is modelled same as a sensor [2]. 
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C. Lateral axis control requirements: 

 

The Lateral motor drive has similar working function as that 

of the vertical motor drive. The events set LA_stop includes 

lateral stop left and right, tabletop release and emergency. 

 

             LA_stop = { LA_stopLEFT,LA_stopRIGHT, 

LA_stopTTR,LA_stoptabletop,LA_stopemergency } 

 

For example, LA_stopLEFT is enabled only when it reaches 

maximum left. The table has reached its maximally left 

Position. Many cases can be design individually because of its 

non-synchronization working of stop events. So that it can be 

modelled independently of one another. The stop events 

LA_stopLEFT and LA_stopRIGHT are used in the control 

requirements as shown in Fig.2.1 and also the stop events 

LA_stopTTR and LA_stopswitch are used in the control 

requirement as shown in Fig.2.1 and the event set LA_move 

includes lateral move left and right, 

  

 LA_move ={ LA_moveLEFT,LA_moveRIGHT } 

 

IV. VERTICAL, LONGITUDINAL AND LATERAL AXIS 

MOTOR SENSOR RELATIONSHIP 

 

A. Vertical sensors (V_UPsensor, V_DOWNsensor) 

The vertical moment of table is controlled using V_UPsensor 

and V_DOWNsensor. The table moves upward till 

V_UPsensor is not activated. The Movement of table beyond 

the maximum up position is not permitted. When table 

reaches at maximum up level, action of V_moveUPswitch is 

terminated. Furthermore, the movement in the upward 

direction must be stopped when the table reaches the 

maximum up position. Similarly for downward direction 

movement V_moveDOWN is controlled by V_DOWNsensor. 

If table is stationary and not at its maximum down / upward 

position, V_stopUP / V_stopDOWN events are disabled. As 

soon as table reaches to its either end, V_stopUP/ 

V_stopDOWN is activated. The events V_stopUP / 

V_stopDOWN is enabled only if thestates vertical up/ down 

sensor ON (V_upON/V_ downON),V_moveUP/ 

V_moveDOWN and clutch are active. The vertical up and 

down sensors are not activated at the same instance because of 

their position. Fig. 2.2 shows state diagram model of 

behaviour of two vertical sensors. The motor drive activity is 

handled by two vertical sensors. When motor drive is in 

stopped state, the sensors are not changed their state see 

Fig.2.2.The maximum down sensor must be turn off when 

table moves in upward direction, similar for the table move in 

downward direction maximum up sensor is turn off. 

 
 

Fig.2.2 State Diagram Model of Vertical, Longitudinal and Lateral axis 
MotorSensor Relationship 

 

B. Longitudinal sensors (LO_INsensor , LO_OUTsensor , 

LO_tabletopsensor) 

The longitudinal moment of tabletop is controlled using 

LO_INsensor and LO_OUTsensor. The tabletop moves inner 

direction till LO_INsensor is not activated. The Movement of 

tabletop beyond the maximum in position is not permitted. 

When tabletop reaches at maximum in position, action of 

LO_moveIN switch is terminated. Furthermore, the 

movement in the inner direction must be stopped when the 

tabletop reaches the maximum in position. Similarly forouter 

direction movement of table LO_moveOUT is controlled by 

LO_OUTsensor. If tabletop is stationary and notat its 

maximum out/in position, LO_stopIN/ LO_stopOUT events 

are disabled. As soon as tabletop reaches to its either end, 

LO_stopIN/ LO_stopOUT is activated. The events 

LO_stopIN/LO_stopOUT is enabled only if the states 

longitudinal in/ out sensors ON (LO_inON/LO_outON), 

LO_moveIN/ LO_moveOUT and clutch are active. The 

longitudinal in and out sensors are not activated at the same 

instance because of their position. Fig.2.2 shows state diagram 

model of behaviour of two longitudinal sensors. The events 

LO_stopIN/ LO_stopOUT is enabled only if the states of 

longitudinal in/ out sensor is ON (LO_inON/ LO_outON, 

LO_moveIN/LO_moveOUT, V_UPsensor and tabletop 

sensors are active. The maximum out sensor must be turn off 

when table top moves in inner direction, similar for the 

tabletop move in outer direction maximum in sensor is turn 

off. 

 

C. Lateral sensors (LA_LEFTsensor , LA_RIGHTsensor) 

 

The lateral moment of the tabletop is controlled using 

LA_LEFTsensor and LA_RIGHTsensor. The tabletop moves 
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left direction till LA_LEFTsensor is not activated. The 

Movement of table top beyond the maximum left/ right 

position is not permitted. When table top reaches at maximum 

left position, action of LA_moveLEFT switch is terminated. 

Further more, the movement in the left direction must be 

stopped when the table top reaches the maximum left position. 

Similarly for right direction movement of tabletop 

LA_moveRIGHT is controlled by LA_RIGHTsensor. If 

tabletop is stationary and not at its maximum right/ left 

position, LA_stopRIGHT / LA_stopLEFT events are disabled. 

As soon as tabletop reaches to its either end, 

LA_stopLEFT/LA_stopRIGHT is activated. The events 

LA_stopLEFT/ LA_stopRIGHT is enabled only if the states 

lateral left/ right sensors ON (LA_leftON/ LA_rightON), 

LA_moveLEFT/ LA_moveRIGHT and clutch are active. The 

lateral left and right sensors are not activated at the same 

instance because of their position. Fig.2.2 shows state diagram 

model of behaviour of two lateral axis sensors. The events 

LA_stopLEFT/LA_stopRIGHT is enabled only if the states of 

lateral left/ right sensors is ON (LA_leftON/ LA_rightON, 

LA_moveLEF/LA_moveRIGHT, V_UPsensor and table top 

sensors are active. The maximum right sensor must be turn off 

(LA_rightOFF) when tabletop moves in left direction, similar 

for the table move in right direction maximum left sensor is 

turn off (LA_leftOFF). 

 

V. IMPLEMENTATION AND GRAPHICAL USER 

INTERFACE (GUI) OF COUCH CONTROL SYSTEM 

 
Fig.3.1 GUI front panel when clutch and longitudinal IN switch are ON 

 

Fig.3.2 GUI front panel when emergency switch is ON 

 The GUI consists of eleven switches in which eight 

switches used to control the patient couch movement along 

with TTR switch, emergency switch and clutch. It consists of 

nine indicators to indicate the position of a couch which 

consists of vertically maximum up (V_UPmax) and down 

(V_DOWNmax), longitudinally maximum in (LO_INmax) 

and out (LO_OUTmax), laterally maximum left 

(LA_LEFTmax) and right (LA_RIGHTmax), clutch, tabletop, 

emergency. Fig.3.1 shows the GUI front panel of a patient 

couch controlsystem for a MRI scanner when clutch and 

longitudinal INswitch are ON. Fig.3.2 shows the GUI front 

panel of a Patient couch control System for a MRI scanner 

when emergency switch is ON. 

 

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

This paper proposed a design of automaton for couch control 

system of a MRI scanner using supervisory control theory 

(SCT) to realize a controller for real time application for a 

system. The lateral movement not only improves the 

adaptability of system but also enhances the performance of 

the system. The simulated results shows that system is 

adaptable to new changes. The system is designed in 

LabVIEW software of National Instruments which works 

exactly as expected. The simulated results show system can be 

implemented successfully. 
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